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Abstract: Groundwater velocity has significant effects on the formation of a frozen curtain during
freezing. In order to study the influence of the velocity on a frozen curtain, a large physical model test
platform was established for double-pipe freezing. Based on this platform, freezing tests for different
velocities were carried out. Quartz sand was selected as a similar material. The freezing temperature
of the saturated sand layer was found by analyzing the results of the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). Based on the study of the thermal physical properties of the sand layer, the freezing test
results were analyzed, and the results showed that the flow led to the differential development of the
temperature between the upstream and downstream sections of the freezing pipes. Moreover, the
larger the velocity, the greater the difference. The flow prolonged the overlapping time of the frozen
curtains. Additionally, the flow slowed down the development of the frozen curtain area and the
frozen curtain thickness. The larger the flow velocity, the greater the inhibition of the flow on the
development of the frozen curtain. The test results can provide more references for the design and
construction of freezing engineering with flowing groundwater.

Keywords: hydrothermal coupling; groundwater velocity; model test; temperature field; frozen curtain

1. Introduction

The artificial ground freezing (AGF) method is a common construction method that
is widely used in mine and tunnel construction. This method reduces the temperature of
a water-bearing stratum below the freezing point using an artificial cold source to form a
frozen curtain. A frozen curtain with a certain strength has the function of supporting and
blocking water, which provides the construction conditions for follow-up construction [1–4].
However, the existence of flowing groundwater will block the development of the frozen
curtain and prolong the freezing overlapping time. When the velocity is large, the thickness
of the frozen curtain will not meet the requirements, and it will even cause the frozen
curtain to be difficult to close [5,6]. It has been found that the flowing groundwater will
affect the distribution of a freezing temperature field and then affect the development
of a frozen curtain [7]. Different velocities and flow directions will have different effects
on freezing [8,9]. The further study of the evolution of a freezing temperature field and
the development of a frozen curtain with different velocities is helpful for deepening the
understanding of freezing construction, and it helps to reduce the freezing cost and to
strengthen the freezing effect.

The impact of flowing groundwater on freezing has been studied by many scholars.
Alzoubi et al. [10–13] systematically summarized and reviewed the theoretical basis, nu-
merical models, and tests of the freezing method. Meanwhile, an experimental platform
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and a model based on the enthalpy-pore method were established to analyze the heat
transfer of artificial frozen soil under the condition of high velocity. Vitel et al. [14,15]
simulated the heat and mass transfer in the freezing process at a high permeability velocity,
and they established a hydrothermal coupling model for freezing and then verified the
model. Huang et al. [16] developed a THM model, and it could well simulate the ther-
mal transfer and freezing expansion process of rock under freezing. Hu et al. [17] used
a fully coupled model with consideration of the phase transition to analyze the effects
of the water head difference, soil particle thermal conductivity, and pipe spacing on the
overlapping time of a frozen curtain, and this model was applied in practical engineering.
In terms of experiments, Zhou et al. [18] gave a detailed explanation of seepage velocity
and groundwater velocity and conducted the model test. Wang et al. [19] carried out
experimental research on ground freezing with liquid nitrogen under flowing water. Sudis-
man et al. [20], Shan et al. [21], and Yang et al. [22] carried out model tests of the vertical
freezing of a single pipe, double-row pipes, and three pipes, respectively, and they studied
the influence of groundwater velocity, freezing pipe spacing, freezing liquid temperature,
and other factors. Wang et al. [23,24] conducted single pipe and double-pipe freezing tests
to systematically study the influence of the velocity on the development of the freezing
temperature. The above studies showed that the development of a frozen curtain was no
longer uniform and symmetrical because of the effect of flowing groundwater, and the
thicknesses of the frozen curtain at different positions were obviously different. In order
to overcome this drawback, Marwan et al. [25] optimized a freezing scheme based on an
ant colony optimization method combined with multiphase coupling theory to reduce
costs. Huang et al. [26] optimized a non-uniform freezing curtain based on COMSOL and
the Nelder–Mead simplex method, and the optimized layout significantly shortened the
freezing time.

Through an analysis of the existing research, it can be found that the numerical
simulation method and the model test method are mainly used to study the effect of
flowing groundwater. Among them, the model test results can provide more guidance
for theoretical analysis and a basis for numerical simulation. Although many scholars
have carried out experimental research, the test sizes have often been small, which has
limited the accuracy of the test results. At the same time, there is still a lack of detailed
analysis regarding the influence of the velocities in the case of hydrothermal coupling. To
further study the temporal and spatial evolution law of a freezing temperature field and the
formation of a frozen curtain with the action of the flow, based on a large-scale controllable
velocity physical model test platform, the experimental study of double-pipe freezing was
carried out to determine the effect of the velocity. First, the thermal physical properties of
a similar material were studied based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technology,
and the design and analysis of the model test were guided based on the research results.
Through the detailed analysis of the temporal and spatial evolution law of the temperature
field, the distribution and development laws of the freezing temperature field for different
velocities were mastered, and the formation of the frozen curtain was analyzed in depth
combined with the distribution of the temperature field.

2. Experimental Study on Thermal Physical Properties of the Similar Materials
2.1. Selection of the Similar Materials

In practical engineering, flowing groundwater often exists in water-rich porous for-
mations, such as sand and pebble formations. Considering this situation, standard quartz
sand was selected as a similar material, which has uniform voids and clear properties. The
sand layer composed of quartz sand can ensure the uniformity and stability of velocity in
a freezing test. Most of the tests also used sand to form porous media materials [20,22].
The particle size of quartz sand is 0.5 ± 0.15 mm, and some physical properties are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Physical properties of sand.

Dry Density
(kg/m3)

Saturated
Density
(kg/m3)

Porosity
Saturated
Moisture
Content

Permeability
Coefficient

(m/s)

Thermal
Conductivity

(W/mK)

1612 1942 0.32 19.9% 2.28 × 10−4 2.25

2.2. Test Method and Test Equipment

To better design and analyze the hydrothermal coupling model test, the freezing
temperature of a similar material was analyzed. Freezing temperature is an important basis
for judging the freezing state of a sand layer and the development of a freezing curtain,
and it is also the basis of a model test. There are many methods used to measure the
freezing temperature. In this research, the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method was
chosen [27]. The NMR method is fast and accurate, which is why it is widely used in frozen
soil research. By analyzing the relationship between the energy level transition time T2 of
a hydrogen atom in water and the signal intensity, the state and the content information
of the water in the frozen sand layer could be obtained [28]. Through the analysis of the
unfrozen water content in the sand layer, the freezing temperature was further obtained.

The test was based on low-field NMR technology, as shown in Figure 1. From left
to right, the system mainly included a high pressure and low temperature control box, a
constant temperature box, a magnetic field protection constant temperature box, a nuclear
magnetic resonance instrument, and the test equipment. The main magnetic field intensity
of the equipment was 0.5 T, the magnetic field uniformity was less than 20 ppm, and the
RF power was 300 W.
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Figure 1. Low-field NMR system.

2.3. Test Results

The sand with a moisture content of 19.9% (saturated) was prepared and studied in
the temperature range of 0 ◦C to −18 ◦C. The relationship between the amplitude and
the transverse relaxation time T2 is plotted as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, the area
enclosed by the T2 curve and the coordinate axis is called the spectral crest area. The size of
the spectral crest area is related to unfrozen water content, and the location of the spectral
crest is related to pore size. It can be seen from Figure 2 that there were three crests in
the T2 curve, which were Crest 1, Crest 2, and Crest 3, from left to right. According to
the characteristics of the sand layer, it could be judged that Crest 1 corresponded to the
bound water in the sand layer, and Crest 2 and Crest 3 corresponded to the free water in
the sand layer. As shown in Figure 2, in the freezing process, the area of Crest 1, that is,
the content of bound water in the sand sample, changed very little, while the content of
free water decreased with the decrease of the temperature. In addition, the content of free
water decreased rapidly from −0.5 ◦C to −2.5 ◦C. After −5 ◦C, the content of unfrozen
water remained unchanged.
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Figure 2. Variation of T2 distribution curve during the freezing of the saturated sand.

The relationship between the unfrozen water content and the temperature is shown in
Figure 3. It can be more clearly seen from Figure 3 that when the temperature was lower
than −0.5 ◦C, the unfrozen water content decreased rapidly as the temperature continued
to decrease, and the unfrozen water content hardly changed after freezing to −5 ◦C. It
can be judged from the figure that the freezing temperature of the similar materials was
−0.5 ◦C. Furthermore, the power function was used to describe the relationship between
temperature of the saturated sand layer and the unfrozen water content [29,30]. When the
temperature was below the freezing temperature, the expression was:

θ = α (−T) β, (1)

where θ is the unfrozen water content in the frozen soil, T is the temperature, and α and β
are the two parameters that were obtained by fitting. The obtained fitting curve is shown
in Figure 3. In the fitting, R2 > 0.94, and it could be seen that the power function fitting
effect was good. For the frozen sand, α = 15.67, β = − 0.38.
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Figure 3. Relationship between unfrozen water content and temperature.

3. Double-Pipe Freezing Model Test with Flowing Groundwater
3.1. Model Test Design

The model test was designed based on the similarity theory. In order to better eliminate
the boundary effect and reflect the temperature change in the real freezing project, the
geometric similarity ratio Cl = 1/3 was selected. After the geometric similarity ratio was
determined, other similarities were determined according to the similarity theory, as shown
in Table 2. The size of the freezing core test area was determined to be 1500 mm × 2000 mm
× 1000 mm. The test area was filled with quartz sand. The dimensions of each part of the
box were the same as those in References [23,24].
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Table 2. Model similarity ratio.

Geometric Similarity
Ratio Cl

Temperature
Similarity Ratio CT

Time Similarity
Ratio Ct

Velocity Similarity
Ratio Cu

1/3 1 1/9 3

In order to simulate the freezing under flowing groundwater accurately, a large-scale
physical model test platform was assembled. The test system is shown in Figure 4. Based
on the self-made test platform in References [23,24], the test system was further optimized
by tamping the test area and strictly controlling the porosity of the sand layer. A high-
precision flowmeter was used to strengthen the control of the flow. The effectiveness of the
test system was confirmed by the pretest results. The whole setup of the test system mainly
included a flowing system, freezing system, temperature measurement system, and test
area. The flowing system was composed of a constant pressure water pump, high-precision
flowmeter, and inlet and outlet pipelines. The aim of controlling the velocity was achieved
by controlling the flow. The freezing system was composed of large freezing units. During
freezing, low temperature alcohol was pumped into the freezing pipes. The alcohol entered
from the inner pipe and flowed out from the outer pipe. After flowing back, the alcohol was
cooled down to a certain temperature, and continued to be added into the circulation. The
temperature measuring system was composed of a TDS 630 data acquisition instrument
and copper-constantan thermocouples. The temperature measuring accuracy was 0.1 ◦C. To
ensure the accuracy and reliability of temperature measurement, the temperature reduction
test and ice-water mixture calibration test were carried out for each measuring point before
the test. In the test, in order to reduce the influence of environmental temperature on the
test results, the test box, pipeline, and so on were wrapped with insulation materials. At
the same time, in order to better simulate the flow and prevent the water from flowing
along the inner surface of the box, steel bars used for blocking water were set around the
upstream cross section of the box. These measures further ensured the accuracy of the
model test.
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tank; 2, constant pressure pump; 3, inlet flowmeter; 4, ball valve; 5, freezing machine; 6, alcohol
flowmeter; 7, freezing pipes; 8, data acquisition instrument; 9, temperature measuring surface; 10,
porous media; 11, buffer layer; 12, outlet flowmeter. (b) Photograph of the test system.

3.2. Test System and Measuring Point Layout

Without considering the change of temperature along the depth direction of the
freezing pipe, the problem was simplified to a two-dimensional plane problem, and the
measuring points were arranged on a horizontal plane. The plane of the measuring
point was placed in the middle of the height of the inlet pipes and the outlet pipes of
the flow, which could ensure the uniformity of the flow and reduce the influence of the
boundary conditions. To measure and record the evolution law of the freezing temperature
field as much as possible, five measuring axes, named A to E, were arranged around the
two freezing pipes. The axes were arranged along the direction of flow. There were 13
temperature measurement points on each axis, of which points 1–6 were in the upstream of
freezing pipes and points 8–13 were in the downstream of freezing pipes. All the measuring
points were centered on the freezing pipes. The positions of the measuring axes and the
freezing pipes are shown in Figure 5.
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3.3. Test Scheme and Test Process

Based on the test platform, double-pipe freezing tests with different velocities were
carried out. Considering the actual working conditions and existing experimental stud-
ies [19], four flow velocities (including no flow) were tested. The test scheme and the
test process are shown in Figure 6. According to the similarity criterion of the cooling
energy, the alcohol flow was determined to be 5 m3/h, the water temperature was kept at
15 ◦C, and the refrigerant temperature was −32 ◦C. For u = 3 m/d, 6 m/d, and 9 m/d, the
water flows were 0.25 m3, 0.50 m3, and 0.75 m3, respectively. Here, the velocity u refers
to the velocity of flowing water in the test, which was the same as that in the following
introduction. In each group of tests, the temperature measurement system was the first to
start, and the freezing system was the last to start. When the temperature at each measuring
point was the same and the flow met the requirements, the test could be started. When the
temperature at C7 on longer developed, the test was over.
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4. Temporal and Spatial Evolution of Temperature Field in Double-Pipe Freezing
4.1. Change of Temperature with Freezing Time

The temporal and spatial evolutions of the temperature field for the above four
velocities were further analyzed. It can be seen from Figure 5 that there were freezing
pipes on the B axis and the D axis. Through the analysis of the B axis and the D axis,
the development of the frozen curtain could be intuitively understood. The measuring
point on the B axis was symmetrical about the freezing pipe, and the temperature at B7
was the temperature of the freezing pipe outer wall. It was found that at the beginning
of freezing, the temperature at B7 was reduced rapidly to −29 ◦C and then remained
stable. The temperatures at B3 (upstream) and B11 (downstream) were selected for analysis.
The distance between the two measuring points and the freezing pipe was 200 mm. The
temperature curves are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Temperature variation at B3 and B11 under different velocity: (a) Temperature variation at
B3; (b) temperature variation at B11.

Figure 7 shows the temperature variations at B3 and B11 with the freezing time
for different velocities. Figure 7a shows the temperature reducing curve at B3 for four
velocities. As shown in Figure 7a, the temperature at B3 was reduced with the freezing
time. At the same freezing time, the larger the velocity, the higher the temperature at
B3. Compared with the temperature reducing curves at u = 0 m/d and u = 3 m/d, the
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temperature at B3 at u = 6 m/d and u = 9 m/d began to reduce significantly later, and the
temperature developed slowly in the initial stage of freezing. Taking the times from the
beginning of the freezing to the temperature at B3 being reduced to 0 ◦C as an example,
the times were 14.4 h, 15.7 h, 30.5 h, and 32.7 h for the four velocities. It can be found that
the larger the velocity, the more time it took to reduce the temperature to 0 ◦C. In this test,
in the positive temperature region, the temperature reducing rates at B3 were 0.53 ◦C/h,
0.39 ◦C/h, 0.26 ◦C/h, and 0.27 ◦C/h for the four velocities. Since the initial temperature of
the sand layer at u = 9 m/d was higher than the other three groups of temperatures, it could
be considered that the rate of the temperature reduction at B3 in the positive temperature
zone decreased with the increase of the velocity. In the negative temperature zone (0 ◦C to
the end of the test), the rate of the temperature reduction at B3 was stable near 0.20 ◦C/h,
and the influence of the velocity was small. Figure 7b shows the temperature reduction
curves of B11 with the freezing process for four velocities. It can be seen from the figure
that the temperature variation change at B11 in the positive temperature zone was rapid
when u = 6 m/d and 9 m/d. In the negative temperature zone, the temperature reduction
rates at B11 were relatively stable for the four velocities, and the average rate was around
0.18 ◦C/h.

By comparing Figure 7a,b, it can be seen that the temperature in the upstream and
downstream of the freezing pipe varied with freezing time. Under the condition of no
flow, the temperatures at B3 and B11 had the same law of development, the temperature
distribution was symmetrical, and the maximum temperature difference was 0.7 ◦C. When
u = 3 m/d, the maximum temperature difference between B3 and B11 was 1 ◦C, and
the temperature at B11 was lower than that at B3. When u = 6 m/d and 9 m/d, the
developments of the temperature at B3 and B11 were obviously different. The temperature
at B3 was reduced slowly in the early stage of freezing (positive temperature zone), and
the temperature at B11 was reduced rapidly in the early stage of freezing. During the
whole freezing process, the temperature at B11 was lower than that at B3. The analysis
showed that the effect of the flow caused the difference of the temperature development
between upstream and downstream. In the early stage of freezing, the flowing water
absorbed the cold energy to reduce the temperature difference in the upstream points, and
the low-temperature water after cooling accelerated the development of the temperature
in the downstream, which made the downstream temperature develop faster than the
upstream temperature. In the late stage of freezing, the frozen curtain blocked the flow of
water, which made the upstream temperature begin to accelerate the reduction. The larger
the velocity, the more obvious the effect of the flow. It can be seen from Figure 7 that at a
large velocity, the temperature at B3 was reduced rapidly after 0 ◦C, and the temperature
at B11 was reduced slowly after 0 ◦C.

The plane between the two freezing pipes was called the interface, and the C axis was
on the interface. C7 was located between the two freezing pipes. The temperature variation
at C7 is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from the figure that the temperature at C7
was reduced with the freezing time, and the temperature reducing curves were relatively
smooth near 0 ◦C for the four kinds of velocities. This was due to the heat released by the
phase transformation, which partially offset the accumulation of cold energy and reduced
the rate of temperature reduction. For the same freezing time, the larger the velocity, the
higher the temperature at C7. In the positive temperature zone, the rates of the temperature
reduction at C7 were 0.8 ◦C/h, 0.7 ◦C/h, 0.38 ◦C/h, and 0.34 ◦C/h. It can be found that
the larger the velocity, the smaller the reducing rate at C7. In the negative temperature
zone, the temperature reducing rates for different velocities were about 0.35 ◦C/h. B3,
B11, and C7 were located at different positions of the freezing pipe, but they had the same
distance from the freezing pipe. By comparing and analyzing the temperature development
characteristics at the three positions, it could be determined that in the early freezing stage,
the flow reduced the temperature reducing rate in the upstream of the freezing pipe, but the
effect of the flow was weakened in the late freezing stage. Additionally, the downstream
area was affected by the flow, and the temperature development was earlier than that
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upstream. Because of the superposition effect of the two freezing pipes, the reduction rate
of the whole process was larger in the interface area, and the reduction rate in the positive
temperature zone was larger than that in the negative temperature zone.
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Figure 8. Temperature variation at C7 with different velocities.

4.2. Spatial Distribution of Temperature Field

By analyzing the spatial distribution of the temperature field, the development of
the freezing could be determined. Similarly, the measurement points on the B axis and
the C axis were selected for analysis. The temperature distributions of measuring points
on the B axis and the C axis are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from Figure 9a that
the temperature of the sand layer was basically the same before the beginning of the
freezing. Once the freezing began, the temperature of each measuring point was reduced
with the freezing pipe as the center. Additionally, the temperatures in the upstream and
downstream of the freezing pipe reduced symmetrically. The closer to the freezing pipe,
the faster the temperature reduced. At any given time, the temperatures in the upstream
and downstream of the freezing pipe were the same. The temperature variations at the
measuring points on the B axis in the presence of the flow are shown in Figure 9b, Figure 9c,
and Figure 9d. The temperature in the upstream developed slowly, while the temperature
in the downstream developed rapidly. Finally, the downstream temperature was lower
than the upstream. The larger the velocity, the larger the temperature difference between
symmetrical positions in the upstream and downstream. B1 and B13 which were the
farthest away from the freezing pipe were selected. The variations of the temperature
differences between two points for different velocities are shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that when u = 0 m/d, the differences between B1 and
B13 were small and stable at about 0.3 ◦C. It was considered that these differences were
symmetrically distributed. When there was flow, the temperature differences between
the two points increased obviously. The larger the velocity, the larger the temperature
difference between the two points. At the same velocity, the temperature difference first
increased rapidly and then decreased slowly and gradually stabilized. When u = 3 m/d,
6 m/d, and 9 m/d, the maximum differences between the two points were 3.4 ◦C, 5.2 ◦C,
and 7 ◦C, respectively. At the end of the test, the differences were stable at 2.1 ◦C, 3.1 ◦C,
and 3.3 ◦C, respectively. It could be determined that the larger the velocity, the larger the
temperature difference between upstream and downstream.
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Figure 9. Spatial distributions of temperatures on the B axis at: (a) 0 m/d; (b) 3 m/d; (c) 6 m/d; (d) 9 m/d.
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Figure 10. The temperature difference changes between B1 and B13 with the freezing time.

The temperature spatial distributions on the C axis for different velocities are shown
in Figure 11. It can be seen from Figure 11 that when there was no flow, the temperatures
in the upstream and downstream were symmetrical. The temperature at C7 was the lowest,
but there was little difference with the temperature at C6 and C8. When there was flow, the
downstream temperature was lower than the upstream temperature. At the same time, it
can be found that the temperature reduction in the downstream was earlier than that in
the upstream. For the four velocities, the temperatures at C6, C7, and C8 were almost the
same when the temperatures reduced to 0 ◦C, which was due to the latent heat of the phase
change. Comparing Figures 9 and 11, it can be seen that the distribution law of temperature
was similar. In these figures, the upstream temperature was higher than the downstream
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temperature, and the closer to the freezing pipe, the lower the temperature. Because there
was a freezing pipe on the B axis, the influence of the phase change was relatively small.
Figure 9 cannot show the characteristics of the phase change, while Figure 11 can. When
comparing the changes of the temperatures on the C axis for different velocities, it can be
found that with the increase of the velocity, the time required for the temperature to reduce
was obviously longer. When the velocity was u = 0 m/d, the temperature at each point
reduced obviously after freezing for 4 h. However, when u = 9 m/d, the temperature at
each point reduced obviously after freezing for 20 h. The time taken for the temperatures
at all measuring points on the C axis to reduce to 0 ◦C became longer and longer, at 28 h,
32 h, 48 h, and 52 h.
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Figure 11. Spatial distribution of temperature on the C axis at: (a) 0 m/d; (b) 3 m/d; (c) 6 m/d;
(d) 9 m/d.

5. Analysis of the Formation Process of Frozen Curtain
5.1. Influence of the Flow on Overlapping Time of Frozen Curtain

The overlapping time of a frozen curtain is the key index in freezing design and construc-
tion, and it is a reference used to judge the feasibility of the scheme. The test results showed
that the frozen curtains of the two freezing pipes developed independently after the beginning
of the freezing. After freezing for a while, the frozen curtains interacted with each other,
and then the frozen curtains tended to close. When there was no flow, the frozen curtains
closed at C7 between the two freezing pipes. When there was flow, the close position was
located at the downstream position between the two freezing pipes. The overlapping times of
frozen curtains for different velocities in the test are shown in Figure 12. The overlapping
time increased with the increase of the velocity. Compared with the case without flow,
the overlapping times at 3 m/d, 6 m/d, and 9 m/d increased by 20%, 95%, and 180%,
respectively. It can be seen from the analysis that the overlapping time increased less
at 3 m/d, which indicated that the effect of the flow on the freezing was less when the
velocity was small. When u = 6 m/d, the overlapping time increased by a large amount.
Additionally, the overlapping time continued to increase with the increase of the velocity.
Based on the relationship between the velocity and the overlapping time in this test, the
influence of the flow had to be considered when the velocity was greater than 6 m/d.
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5.2. Influence of the Flow on the Development of Frozen Curtain Area

The frozen curtain developed with the freezing time. The development characteristics
of the frozen curtain were analyzed by analyzing the area of the frozen curtain. According
to the test results, the curves of the frozen curtain area are shown in Figure 13. To maintain
the continuity of the curve, the area of the frozen curtain was the sum of the areas of the
two frozen curtains before the intersection of the frozen curtains. According to the above
analysis, the frozen curtains of the two freezing pipes were symmetrically distributed,
so the frozen curtain area was twice that of a single freezing pipe before closing. It can
be seen from Figure 13 that the area of the frozen curtain increased with the freezing
time for the four velocities. In the range of the statistical time, the area of the frozen
curtain had a linear positive correlation with the freezing time. The larger the velocity, the
smaller the development rate of the frozen curtain area was. For the four velocities, the
average development rates of the frozen curtain area in the whole freezing process were
16,662 mm2/h, 12,936 mm2/h, 10,072 mm2/h, and 8986 mm2/h.
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5.3. Influence of the Flow on Shape Characteristics of the Frozen Curtain

Compared with the area of the frozen curtain, the shape characteristics information of
the frozen curtain was also valuable, especially for weak surface monitoring. Three thick-
nesses were selected to describe the shape characteristics, including the side thickness of
the frozen curtain Rs, the upstream thickness of the frozen curtain Ru, and the downstream
thickness of the frozen curtain Rd. The positions of Ru, Rd, and Rs are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 15 shows the development curves of the frozen curtain thickness with freezing
time for different velocities. As can be seen from Figure 15a, Rs began to appear and
develop at the beginning of freezing, and Rs increased linearly with the freezing time. The
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larger the velocity, the slower the development of Rs. The flow had an inhibition effect on
the side thickness of the frozen curtain Rs. Ru and Rd appeared after the frozen curtains
closed. Ru continued to develop in the freezing process. Similarly, the larger the velocity,
the slower the development of Ru. When the velocity was u = 0 m/d and 3 m/d, the
relationship between Ru and the freezing time was linear. When the velocity was u = 6 m/d
and 9 m/d, the development rate of Ru first increased and then decreased. That is to say, in
the late stage of freezing, the high velocity had an obvious inhibitory effect on Ru. For the
four kinds of velocities, Rd developed continuously; the larger the velocity, the smaller the
development rate of Rd. The development rate of Rd first increased and then decreased at
every velocity.
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The average development rates of Rs, Ru, and Rd in the freezing process for different
velocities are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from the table that Rs, Ru, and Rd were all
restrained by the flow. The larger the velocity, the slower the development of the frozen
curtain thickness. Comparing the development of the frozen curtain thickness for the same
velocity, it can be found that when there was no flow, the development rates of the frozen
curtain thickness in the upstream and downstream were the same. Compared with Ru
and Rd, the development rate of Rs was slower. When there was flow, the development
rate of Rd was the largest, and the development rate of Rs was the smallest. Compared
with the development rates when u = 0 m/d, the development rates of Rs, Ru, and Rd at
u = 9 m/d decreased by 42%, 32%, and 14%, respectively. It can be found that the flow had
the greatest inhibition effect on Rs and the smallest inhibition effect on Ru.

Table 3. The development rate of frozen curtain thickness.

Flowing Velocity (m/d) 0 3 6 9

Development rate of Rs (mm/h) 5.6 4.4 3.3 3.2
Development rate of Ru (mm/h) 9.2 8 6.9 6.2
Development rate of Rd (mm/h) 9.1 8.2 7.9 7.8

6. Conclusions

In this research, in order to study the influence of the groundwater velocity on freezing,
the freezing for a flow test platform was established, and double-pipe freezing model tests
were carried out for four flowing velocities. The thermal physics properties of similar
materials were tested with NMR. Combined with the analysis results of the freezing
temperature of similar materials, the temperature field distribution and the formation
process of the frozen curtain of freezing test were further analyzed. According to the
analysis, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. Based on NMR method, the saturated sand layer was studied, and it was found
that the content of unfrozen water decreased rapidly between −0.5 ◦C and −2.5 ◦C,
and the freezing temperature of the saturated sand was −0.5 ◦C. The relationship
between the unfrozen water content and the temperature in the sand layer was further
fitted, and it was found that the relationship between the unfrozen water content and
the temperature satisfied the power function. For the saturated sand layer, the two
parameters were α = 15.67 and β = −0.38.

2. The flow led to the difference of the temperature evolution between upstream and
downstream. During the process of freezing, in the positive temperature zone, the
upstream temperature reducing rates at B3 were 0.53 ◦C/h, 0.39 ◦C/h, 0.26 ◦C/h,
and 0.27 ◦C/h for the four velocities. In the negative temperature zone, the rates of
the temperature reduction were stable near 0.20 ◦C/h. The rate of the temperature
reduction in the upstream was larger than that in the downstream, and the flow had
little effect on the reducing rate in the negative temperature zone. C7 was located
between the two freezing pipes. Because of the superposition effect of the two freezing
pipes, the reduction rate of the whole process was larger than that of B3 and B11.
In the positive temperature zone, the rates of the temperature reduction at C7 were
0.8 ◦C/h, 0.7 ◦C/h, 0.38 ◦C/h, and 0.34 ◦C/h. In the negative temperature zone, the
temperature reducing rates for different velocities were about 0.35 ◦C/h.

3. In the space, because of the flow, the downstream temperature was lower than the
upstream temperature. Additionally, the larger the velocity, the larger the temperature
difference. The temperature difference at the symmetrical points first increased,
then decreased, and finally tended to be stable. When u = 3 m/d, 6 m/d, and
9 m/d, the maximum differences between B1 and B13 were 3.4 ◦C, 5.2 ◦C, and 7 ◦C,
respectively. At the end of the test, the differences were stable at 2.1 ◦C, 3.1 ◦C, and
3.3 ◦C, respectively.
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4. The flow prolonged the overlapping time of the frozen curtains. Compared with
u = 0 m/d, the overlapping times at u = 3 m/d, 6 m/d, and 9 m/d were increased
by 20%, 95%, and 180%, respectively. The development of the frozen curtain was
inhibited by the flow. The larger the velocity, the slower the development of the
frozen curtain. There was a linear positive correlation between the area of the frozen
curtain and the freezing time. With the four velocities, the average development
rates of the frozen curtain area in the whole freezing process were 16,662 mm2/h,
12,936 mm2/h, 10,072 mm2/h, and 8986 mm2/h. The statistical analysis of the frozen
curtain thicknesses Rs, Ru, and Rd at the three locations showed that the developments
of Rs, Ru, and Rd were all inhibited by the flow. The larger the velocity, the more
obvious the inhibition. Compared with the development rates when u = 0 m/d,
the development rates of Rs, Ru, and Rd at u = 9 m/d decreased by 42%, 32%, and
14%, respectively. The flow had the greatest inhibitory effect on the side thickness
of the frozen curtain Rs, and it had the smallest inhibitory effect on the downstream
thickness of the frozen curtain Rd.
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